A direct numerical simulation of incompressible channel flow at Re τ = 5186 has been performed, and the flow exhibits a number of the characteristics of high Reynolds number wall-bounded turbulent flows. For example, a region where the mean velocity has a logarithmic variation is observed, with von Kármán constant κ = 0.384. There is also a logarithmic dependence of the variance of the spanwise velocity component, though not the streamwise component. A distinct separation of scales exists between the large outer-layer structures and small inner-layer structures. At intermediate distances from the wall, the one-dimensional spectrum of the streamwise velocity fluctuation in both the streamwise and spanwise directions exhibits k −1 dependence over a short range in k. Further, consistent with previous experimental observations, when these spectra are multiplied by k (premultiplied spectra), they have a bi-modal structure with local peaks located at wavenumbers on either side of the k −1 range.
Introduction
Virtually everything that moves on earth does so by passing through a fluid, often generating turbulent motion of the fluid near the surface of the object. As a result, such wall-bounded turbulence is of great technological importance, yet it is less well understood than other turbulent flows. In wall-bounded turbulence, most of the production and dissipation of turbulent energy occurs in the region near the wall. This region is usually very thin and become thinner as Reynolds number increases. Because of this property of high Reynolds-number wall-bounded turbulence, its study is challenging due to limits in measurement techniques and computing power.
Recently, relatively "high" Reynolds number wall-bounded turbulence has been investigated with the help of innovations in measurement technologies (Nagib et al. 2004; Kunkel & Marusic 2006; Westerweel et al. 2013; Bailey et al. 2014) and computation (Lee et al. 2013; Borrell et al. 2013; El Khoury et al. 2013) . Because of the simplicity in geometry and boundary conditions, pressure-driven turbulent flow between parallel walls (channel flow) is an excellent vehicle for the study of wall-bounded turbulence via direct numerical simulation (DNS). Since Kim et al. (1987) showed agreement between DNS and experiments in channel flow in 1987, DNS of channel flow has been used to study wall-bounded turbulence at ever higher Reynolds number, as advances in computing power allowed. For example, channel flow DNS were performed at Re τ = 590 (Moser et al. 1999) , Re τ = 950 (DelÁlamo et al. 2004) , and Re τ = 2000 (Hoyas & Jiménez 2006) . More recently, simulations with Re τ ≈ 4000 were performed separately by Lozano-Durán & Jiménez (2014) with smaller domain size and Bernardini et al. (2014) Also, to investigate the differences between channel flow turbulence and boundary layer turbulence, a simulation at Re τ = 2000 of a zero pressure gradient boundary layer was performed by Sillero et al. (2013) .
The idealized channel flow that is so straight-forward to simulate is more difficult to realize experimentally because of the need for side walls. Measurements of channel flow are not as numerous as for other wall bounded turbulent flows, but a number of studies have been conducted over the years (Dean & Bradshaw 1976; Johansson & Alfredsson 1982; Wei & Willmarth 1989; Zanoun et al. 2003 Zanoun et al. , 2009 Monty & Chong 2009 ). Of particular interest here will be the channel measurements made by Schultz & Flack (2013) at Reynolds number up to Re τ = 6000.
Turbulent flows with Re τ on the order of 10 3 and greater are of interest because this is the range of Reynolds numbers relevant to industrial applications (Smits & Marusic 2013) . Further, it is in this range that characteristics of wall-bounded turbulence associated with high Reynolds number are first manifested (Marusic et al. 2010b) , and so studies of these phenomena must necessarily be conducted at these Reynolds numbers. The best-known feature of high-Reynolds number wall-bounded turbulence is the logarithmic law in the mean velocity, which has been known since the 1930's (Millikan 1938) . The von Kármán constant κ that appears in the log-law, is also an important parameter for calibrating turbulence models (Durbin & Pettersson Reif 2010; Marusic et al. 2010b; Smits et al. 2011; Spalart & Allmaras 1992) . It was considered universal in the past, but Nagib and Chauhan showed that κ can be different in different flow geometries (Nagib & Chauhan 2008) . Further, Jiménez & Moser (2007) found that channel flows with Re τ up to 2000, do not exhibit a region where the mean velocity profile strictly follows a logarithmic law, and showed that a finite Reynolds number correction like that introduced by Afzal (1976) was needed.
For turbulent intensities, Townsend (1980) predicted that, in high Reynolds number flows, there are regions where the variance of the streamwise and spanwise velocity components decrease logarithmically with distance from the wall. This has been observed experimentally for streamwise (Kunkel & Marusic 2006 ) and spanwise components (Fernholz & Finleyt 1996; Morrison et al. 2004 ), but has only been observed in the spanwise component in DNS (Hoyas & Jimenez 2008) . Further, the peak of the streamwise velocity variance has a weak Reynolds number dependency when it is scaled by friction velocity, u τ ( There has also been recent interest in the role of large scale motion (LSM) in high Reynolds number wall-bounded turbulent flow (Kim & Adrian 1999; Wu et al. 2012) . According to the scaling analysis of Perry et al. (2006) there is a region where the one-dimensional spectral energy density has a k −1 x dependence. This has been supported by experimental evidence (Nickels et al. 2005 (Nickels et al. , 2007 , but not numerical simulations.
In summary, there are many characteristics of high-Reynolds-number wall-bounded turbulence that have been suggested by theoretical arguments and corroborated experimentally, but which have not been observed in direct numerical simulations, presumably due to the limited Reynolds numbers of the simulations. This is unfortunate because such simulations could provide detailed information about these high Reynolds number phenomena that would not otherwise be available. The direct numerical simulation reported here was undertaken to address this issue, by simulating a channel flow at sufficiently high Reynolds number and sufficiently large spatial domain to exhibit characteristics of high-Reynolds number turbulence like those discussed above. The simulation was performed for Re τ ≈ 5200 with the same domain size used by Hoyas & Jiménez (2006) in their Re τ = 2000 simulation. This paper is organized as follows. First, the simulation methods and parameters are described in §2, including data from other simulations and experiments. Results of the simulation that arise due to the relatively high Reynolds number of the simulation are presented in §3. Finally, conclusions are offered in §4.
Simulation Details
In the discussion to follow, the streamwsie, wall-normal and spanwise velocities will be denoted u, v and w respecitvely with the mean velocity indicated by a capital letter, and fluctuations by a prime. Furthermore, · indicates the expected value or average. Thus U = u and u = U + u ′ . The simulations reported here are DNS of incompressible turbulent flow between two parallel planes. Periodic boundary conditions are applied in the streamwise (x) and spanwise (z) directions, and no-slip/no-penetration boundary conditions are applied at the wall. The computational domain sizes are L x = 8πδ and L z = 3πδ, where δ is the channel half-width, so the domain size in the wall-normal (y) direction is 2δ. The flow is driven by a uniform pressure gradient, which varies in time to ensure that the mass flux through the channel remains constant.
A Fourier-Galerkin method is used in the streamwise and spanwise directions, while the wall-normal direction is represented using a B-spline collocation method (Kwok et al. 2001; Botella & Shariff 2003) . The Navier-Stokes equations are solved using the method of Kim et al. (1987) , in which equations for the wall-normal vorticity and the Laplacian of the wall-normal velocity are time-advanced. This formulation has the advantage of satisfying the continuity constraint exactly while eliminating the pressure. A low-storage implicit-explicit scheme (Spalart et al. 1991 ) based on third-order Runge-Kutta for the non-linear terms and Crank-Nicolson for the viscous terms is used to advance in time. The time step is adjusted to maintain an approximately constant CFL number of one. A new highly optimized code was developed to solve the Navier-Stokes equations using these methods on advanced peta-scale computer architectures. For more details about the code, the numerical methods, and how the simulations were run, see Lee et al. (2013 Lee et al. ( , 2014 .
The simulations performed here were conducted with resolution comparable to that used in previous high Reynolds number channel flow simulations, when measured in wall units. Normalization in wall units, that is, with kinematic viscosity ν and friction velocity u τ , is indicated with a superscript "+". The friction velocity is u τ = τ w /ρ, where τ w is the mean wall shear stress. For the highest Reynolds number simulation reported here, which is designated LM5200, N x = 10240 and N z = 7680 Fourier modes were used to represent the streamwise and spanwsie direction, which results in an effective resolution ∆x
In the wall normal direction, the seventh order B-splines are defined on a set of 1530 = N y − 6 knot points (N y is the number of B-spline basis functions), which are distributed uniformly in a mapped coordinate ξ that is related to the wall-normal coordinate y through
The single parameter η in this mapping controls how strongly the knot points are clustered near the wall, with the strongest clustering occurring when η = 1. In LM5200, Table 1 (Johnson 2005) , in which, for n-degree splines, each collocation point is the average of n consecutive knot points (n = 7 here), with the knots at the boundary given a multiplicity of n − 1. As a result, the collocation points are more clustered near the wall than the knot points. Resolution parameters for all the simulations discussed here are provided in Table 1 .
Because the mass flux in the channel remains constant, the bulk Reynolds number Re b can be specified directly for a simulation, where
δ −δ U (y) dy and U (y) is the mean streamwise velocity. Four simulations at four different Reynolds numbers were conducted. Of most interest here is the highest Reynolds number case, LM5200, for which the bulk Reynolds number is Re b = 1.25 × 10 5 , and the friction Reynolds number is Re τ = 5186 (Re τ = u τ δ/ν). The three other cases simulated, LM180, LM550 and LM1000, were performed for convenience to regenerate data for previously simulated cases (Kim et al. 1987; Moser et al. 1999; DelÁlamo et al. 2004 ) using the numerical methods used here. The simulation details for each case are summarized in Table 1 .
In addition, channel flow data from four other sources in the literature are included here for comparison. First is a simulation at Re τ = 2000 conducted by Hoyas & Jiménez (2006) (HJ2000), which used the same domain size and similar numerical scheme as the current simulations, differing only in the use of high-order compact finite differences in the wall-normal direction, rather than B-splines. A second simulation (LJ4200) by Lozano-Durán & Jiménez (2014) is at Re τ = 4179 and uses the same numerical methods as HJ2000, but the domain size in x and z is much smaller. The third simulation (BP04100), which was done by Bernardini et al. (2014) , is at Re τ = 4079 and used a domain size not much smaller than that used here, but these simulations were performed using second-order finite differences. Finally, experimental data from laser Doppler velocimetry measurements at two Reynolds numbers (Re τ = 4048 and 5895, SF4000 and SF6000, respectively) are reported by Schultz & Flack (2013) and are also included here for comparison. Summaries of all these data sources are also included in Table 1 .
We have used the method described by Oliver et al. (2014) to estimate the uncertainty in the statistics reported here due to sampling noise. For LM5200, the estimated standard deviation of mean velocity is less than 0.2% and the estimated standard deviation of variance and covariance of the velocity components is less than 0.5% in near-wall region (y + < 100 say) and 3% in outer-region (y > 0.2δ say). We have also used the total stress Table 1 and the dotted line is the standard deviation of estimated total stress in LM5200; (b) Residual in (2.2) of LM5200 (solid), and the standard deviation of the estimated statistical error in the sum of the RHS terms in (2.2) (dashed).
and the Reynolds stress transport equations to test to ensure the simulated turbulence is statistically stationary. In a statistically stationary turbulent channel, the total stress, which is the sum of Reynolds stress and mean viscous stress, is linear due to momentum conservation: ∂U
As shown in fig 1a, the discrepancy between the analytic linear profile and total stress profile from the simulations is less than 0.002 (in plus units) in all simulations, and it is much smaller than the standard deviation of the estimated total stress of LM5200. The Reynolds stress transport equations, which govern the evolution of the Reynolds stress tensor, is given by:
While not reported here, all the terms on the right hand side of (2.2) have been computed from our simulations and the data are available at http://turbulence.ices.utexas.edu. In a statistically stationary channel flow, the substantial derivative on the left of (2.2) is zero. Hence, any deviation from zero of the sum of the terms on right hand side of (2.2) is an indicator that the flow is not stationary. The residual of (2.2) is shown in fig 1b (solid lines) in wall units. The values for all components of the Reynolds stress are much less than 0.0001 in wall units, which is less than 0.01% error in the balance near the wall. The relative error in the balance increases to order 1% away from the wall, as the magnitude of the terms in (2.2) decrease. Across the entire channel, the estimated standard deviation of the statistical noise (dashed lines) is much larger than these descrepancies.
Results
In the discussion to follow, when comparing results from different simulations, data from the three cases with the highest Reynolds number (LM5200, LJ4200 and BPO4100) are plotted with solid lines while the lower Reynolds number cases are with dashed lines. Table 1 , where the legend of line styles and symbols is also given.
The experimental data are plotted with symbols. The legend of line styles, colors and symbols is given in Table 1 .
Mean velocity profile
The multi-scale character of wall bounded turbulence, in which ν/u τ is the length scale relevant to the near-wall flow and δ applies to the flow away from the wall, is well known. As first noted by Millikan (1938) , this scaling behavior and asymptotic matching lead to the logarithmic variation of mean streamwise velocity with the distance from the wall in an overlap region between the inner and outer flow. This "log law" is given by
where κ is the von Kármán constant. In a log layer, the indicator function
is constant and equal to 1/κ. Hence, the indicator function, β, will have a plateau if there is a logarithmic layer. The mean streamwise velocity profile is shown in figure 2 for all the data sets listed in Table 1 . The profiles from all the relatively high Reynolds number cases are consistent as expected. Despite this agreement, the indicator function β shows some disagreement between the three highest Reynolds number simulations, as shown in figure 3(a) . In the LM5200 case, β is approximately flat between y + = 300 and y/δ = 0.15 (y + = 780), indicating a log-layer in this region. The LJ4200 case also appears to be converging toward a plateau in this region, but there is apparent statistical noise in the profile, which is understandable given the small domain size. However, the BPO4100 simulation does not have a plateau in β. These discrepancies are significantly larger than the statistical uncertainty in the value of β (approximately 0.2%) in the current simulations, and presumable in the BPO4100 simulations, as the averaging time and domain sizes are comparable. The reasons for these discrepancies are not clear. Log-law indicator function β for (a) the highest Reynolds number simulations, LM5200, LJ4200 and BPO4100, and (b) simululations at Reτ = 5200, 2000 and 1000 (LM5200, HJ2000 and LM1000). In (a), the horizontal dashed line is at β = 1/κ = 1/0.384. The linestyle legend is given in Table 1 .
The values of κ and B in (3.1) were determined via curve fit using the LM5200 data in the region between y + = 300 and y/δ = 0.15 to obtain the values of 0.384 and 4.29, respectively, with R 2 = 0.9999. The value of κ agrees with the value computed by Lozano-Durán & Jiménez (2014), but shows a slight discrepancy with the value measured by Nagib & Chauhan (2008) in channel flow (κ = 0.37). Remarkably, the value of κ obtained here is the same as that reported by Nagib & Chauhan (2008) in the zero pressure gradient boundary layer (κ = 0.384). Note that choosing the range for this curve fit is somewhat arbitrary, since the indicator function is not exactly flat.
Based on data from a simulation at Re τ ≈ 1000 by DelÁlamo et al. (2004) (similiar to LM1000) and from HJ2000, (see figure 3b), Jiménez & Moser (2007) suggested that a higher order matched asymptotic expansion that introduced finite Reynolds number effects, similar to that introduced by Afzal (1976) , was an appropriate representation of the overlap region in the channel flow. The form they proposed for β was:
and the available data from Re τ = 1000 and 2000 channels agreed well with this form over a range in y from y + ≈ 300 to y/δ ≈ 0.45 with α 1 = 1.0 and α 2 = 150. Jimenez & Moser speculated that the infinite Reynolds number form (3.1) would be approached because the variation of β over any finite range in y + in the overlap region would approach zero, as indicated by (3.2).
However, the new LM5200 data for β (see figure 3b ) is not consistent with this conjecture. There is indeed a region (0.15 < y/δ < 0.45) in which β varies linearly, with slope consistent with (3.2) and α 1 ≈ 1.0; but, this is actually part of the outer layer, as indicated by the appearance of a constant β region between y + ≈ 150 and y/δ ≈ 0.15. Apparently, the Reynolds number of the cases examined by Jiménez & Moser were too low to exhibit a region of constant β. Indeed, at Re τ = 2000, y + = 300 is at y/δ = 0.15.
Reynolds Stress Tensor
The non-zero components of the Reynolds stress tensor (the velocity component variances and co-variance) from the simulations and experiments are shown in Figs. 4-6. These figures show that there are some subtle inconsistencies among the three highest Reynolds number simulations (solid lines in the figures) and the experimental data. First, the two cases LJ4200 and BPO4100 are nearly identical in Reynolds number, but all three velocity variances are different between the two cases. The peak of the streamwise variance (Fig. 4b) is several percent larger in LJ4200 than in BPO4100. The peak varies with Reynolds number, as can be seen in the figure, but this variation is logarithmic, and is too weak to explain the difference. Using the simulations LM1000, HJ2000 and LM5200, the dependence of the peak in u ′2 + on Re τ was fit to get Fig 4c  along with the values of the actual peaks, including those for LJ4200 and BPO4100. It is clear from this plot that the peak in BPO4100 is smaller than this relationship implies for Re τ = 4100, while the peak from LJ4200 is consistent. Table 1 .
In other y + intervals (y + < 8 and 25 < y + < 200), the variance in the lower Reynolds number case (BPO4100) is actually greater than the variance in the higher Reynolds number flow (LJ4200). This appears to be inconsistent with the Reynolds number trends among the other cases, for which u ′2 + is monotonically increasing with Reynolds number at constant y + . Another inconsistency is apparent when the streamwise velocity variance is examined as a function of y/δ (Fig. 4d,f) . Near the centerline (y/δ = 1), the variance from LJ4200 is significantly larger than for both BPO4100 and LM5200, while the other simulations indicate that variance should be increasing slowly with Reynolds number. It appears that far from the wall, LJ4200 is affected by its relatively small domain size, as might be expected. Finally, the experimental data with reported uncertainty, ± 2%, from SF4000 in Fig 4a is inconsistent with LJ4000 and BPO4100 in the region near the wall (y + < 300 say). The reason for this discrepancy is not clear, but it may be due to the difficulty of measuring wall-normal fluctuations near the wall. Far from the wall, the experimental data for these quantities is consistent with the simulations. Measurements are not available at small enough y + to compare peak values of u ′2 + . Similar inconsistencies are present among the high Reynolds number simulation cases in the wall-normal and spanwise velocity variances Around the peaks of both v ′2 + and w ′2 + , BPO4100 exceeds values from LJ4200, despite its somewhat lower Reynolds number ( Fig. 5a and Fig. 6a) , while near the center, these two cases are in agreement. Only the Reynolds shear stress u ′ v ′ + is in agreement in these cases across all y (Fig 5b) . Similar to u ′2 + , the experimental data from SF4000 for v ′2 + and u ′ v ′ + with uncertainties, ± 3% and ± 5%, respectively, is inconsistent with both simulations in the region near the wall where the experimental data appears to be quite noisy.
Overall then, the comparisons discussed above suggest that the BPO4100 case is inconsistent with other simulations near the wall and the LJ4200 case is inconsistent far from the wall, presumably due to its small domain size. There are no obvious inconsistencies with the LM5200 simulation.
There are several anticipated high-Reynolds-number features to be examined in this data. In particular, similar to the log law, Townsend's attached eddy hypothesis (Townsend 1980) implies that in the high Reynolds number limit, there is an interval in y in which the Reynolds stress components satisfy Table 1 .
Consistent with these relations, both v ′2 + and − u ′ v ′ + are developing a flat region as Reynolds number increases (Fig 5) , though the maximum Reynolds shear stress is well bellow one (0.96). Because the total stress
is known analytically (τ + tot = 1 − y/δ) from the mean momentum equation, and because β varies little over a broad range of y (β = 2.6 ± 0.4 ≈ 1/κ for 30 < y + < 0.75Re τ (see Fig. 3 ), the variation with Reynolds number of the Reynolds shear stress near its maximum can be deduced easily:
From this it is clear that the maximum Reynolds shear stress is given by τ RSmax ≈ 1−2/ √ κRe τ , that this maximum occurs at y + ≈ Re τ /κ, and that the error in satisfying τ RS = 1 is less than ǫ for a range of y + that increases in size like ǫRe τ for large Re τ .
Precisely:
Thus, for τ RS to be within 5% of one over a decade of variation of y + would require about twice the Reynolds number of LM5200.
According to (3.4), both the variance of u and the variance of w would have a logarithmic variation over some region of y. In Fig. 6 , it appears that there is such a logarithmic variation, even at Reynolds numbers as low as Re τ = 1000. The indicator function y∂ y w ′2 is approximately flat from y + ≈ 100 to y + ≈ 200 (Fig. 6c) On the other hand, there is no apparent logarithmic region in the u ′2 + profiles. The indicator function y∂ y u ′2 + (Fig. 4e) is not flat anywhere in the domain. There is however a region (200 < y + < 0.6Re τ ), where the dependence of the indicator function on y is linear with relatively small slope, and the slope may be decreasing with Reynolds number, though extremely slowly.
As mentioned in §2, the terms in the Reynolds stress transport equations are not reported here, though the data are available at http://turbulence.ices.utexas.edu. Of interest here, however, is the transport equation for the turbulent kinetic energy Hinze (1975) argues that at sufficiently high Reynolds number, there is an intermediate region between inner and outer layers where the transport terms in the kinetic energy equation are small compared to production so that in this region
where P K is the production of kinetic energy and ǫ is the disipation. In the formulation and analysis of turbulence models, (3.5) is often assumed to hold in an overlap region between inner and out layers (Durbin & Pettersson Reif 2010) . The relative error in the balance of prodcuion and dissipation (P K /ǫ − 1) for LM1000, HJ2000 and LM5200, is shown in figure 7 . In all three cases, there is a region y + > 30 and y/δ < 0.6 in which the missmatch between production and dissipation is of order 10% or less, but there is no indication that the magnitude of this missmatch is decreasing with Reynolds number. Indeed, there appears to be a stable structure with a local minimum in P K /ǫ around y + = 60 and a local maximum around y + = 300 followed by a gradual decline toward P K /ǫ = 1 with increasing y. Presumably this decline will become more gradual with increasing Reynolds number as y/δ = 0.6 increases in y + .
Energy spectral density
One of the properties of high-Reynolds-number wall-bounded turbulence is the separation of scales between the near-wall and outer-layer turbulence. For the LM5200 case, this separation of scales can be seen in the one-dimensional velocity spectra. For example, the pre-multiplied spectral energy density of the streamwise velocity fluctuations is shown as a function of y in figure 8 . The premultiplied spectrum kE(k, y + ) is the energy density per log k and so, in the logarithmic wavenumber scale used in figure 8 , it indicates the scales at which the energy resides. The energy spectral density of u in the streamwise direction has two distinct peaks, one at k x δ = 40, y + = 13 and one at k x δ = 1, y + = 400. To our knowledge, such distinct peaks have only previously been observed in high Reynolds number experimental data Marusic et al. 2010a,b) . An even more vivid double peak is vissible in the spanwise spectrum of u (figure 8b), with peaks at k z δ = 250, y + = 13 and at k z δ = 6, y + = 1000. Similarly there are weak double peaks in the cospectrum of uv as shown in figure 8c,d . In the LM5200 case, distinct inner and outer peaks were not observed in the spectral Figure 7 . Balance of production and dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy density of v 2 and w 2 (not shown). It thus appears that it is primarily the streamwise velocity fluctuations that are exhibiting inner/outer scale separation at this Reynolds number.
As mentioned earlier, the scaling analysis of Perry et al. (2006) suggests that at high Reynolds number the energy spectral density of the streamwise velocity fluctuations varies as k −1 x in the overlap region where both inner and out scaling is valid. However, until now, the k −1
x region has been elusive in simulations, presumably because the Reynolds numbers have not been high enough. It is only in high Reynolds number experiments (Nickels et al. 2005 (Nickels et al. , 2007 ) that a k −1 x regions has previously been observed in the streamwise velocity spectrum. In the LM5200 simulation, the premultiplied energy spectral density does indeed exhibit a plateau in the region 90 y + 170 and 6 k x δ 10 ( figure 9 (a) ). Further, the magnitude of the premultiplied spectrum at the plateau agrees with the value observed experimentally, about 0.8 in wall units, in boundary layers (Nickels et al. 2005) . A similar scaling analysis also suggests that there should be a plataue in the premultiplied spanwise spectrum, and indeed an even broader plataue appears for 111 y + 141 and 5 k z δ 50 ( figure 9 (b) ). More interestingly, a plateau also occurs in the viscous sub-layer region as shown in figure 9 (c).
Another experimentally observed feature of the streamwise premultiplied spectrum is the presence of two local maxima, with one peak occuring on either side of the plataue (Guala et al. 2006; Kunkel & Marusic 2006) . However, this bi-modal feature was called into question when it was noted that the low-wavenumber peak, which occurs at k x δ of order one, is at low enough wavenumber to be affected by the use of Taylor's hypothesis to infer the spatial spectrum from the measured temporal spectrum (DelÁlamo & Jiménez 2009; Moin 2009 ). Indeed, in the HJ2000 simulation, it was found that the streamwise spatial spectrum did not display a low-wavenumber peak, while a spectrum determined from a time series did (DelÁlamo & Jiménez 2009 ). In the LM5200 case, this bi-modal feature does occur, as can be seen in figure 9 (a) . However, it is not clear whether this is a general high Reynolds number feature, or whether it is characteristic of intermediate Reynolds numbers. From figure 8, it is clear that the high and low wavenumber peaks in k x E uu (k x , y + ) at around y + = 100 are simply the upper and lower edges of the near-wall and outer peaks in k x E uu (k x , y + ), respectively. As the Reynolds number increases, the inner peak will move to larger k x and the outer peak to larger y + . As the outer peak moves to larger y + , it seems likely that the inner and outer peaks will not overlap at all in y, resulting in no bi-modal pre-multiplied spectrum at any y. For example, the peaks are better separated in the premultiplied spawise spectrum, and there are no bi-modal k z pre-multiplied sepctra ( figure 9 (b) ).
Discussion and Conclusion
The direct numerical simulation of turbulent channel flow at Re τ = 5186 that is reported here has been shown to be a reliable source of data on high Reynolds number wall-bounded turbulence, and a wealth of statistical data from this flow is available on line at http://turbulence.ices.utexas.edu. In particular: resolution is consistent with or better than accepted standards for wall-bounded turbulence DNS; statistical uncertainties are generally small (of order 1% or less), statistical data is consistent with Reynolds number trends in DNS at Re τ 2000, and with experimental data, within reasonable tolerance; and, finally, the flow is statistically stationary to high accuracy. Further, as recapped below, the simulation exhibits many characteristics of hgih Reynolds number wall-bounded turbulence, making this simulation a good resource for the study At high Reynolds number, it is expected that a region of logarithmic variation will exist in the mean velocity. The current simulation exhibits an unambiguous logarithmic region with von Kármán constant κ = 0.384. This is the first such unambiguous simulated logarithmic profile that the authors are aware of. At high Reynolds number, it is also expected (Townsend 1980 ) that the variance of the velocity fluctuations will have a region of logarithmic variation. This was found to be true for the spanwise fluctuations, but not the streamwise fluctuations. Indeed, the streamwise variance shows no sign of converging towards a logarithmic variation with increasing Reynolds number. Finally, it is often assumed that at high Reynolds number the production of turbulent kinetic energy will locally balance its dissipation over some overlap region between inner and outer layers. However, this was observed only approximately in the current simulation, with 10% accuracy and with no sign that that this miss-match is declining with Reynolds number. This balance of production and dissipation thus appears to be just an imperfect approximation.
One of the most important characteristics of high Reynolds number wall-bounded turbulence is a distinct separation in scale between turbulence near the wall and far from the wall. This was observed in the streamwise and spanwise premultiplied spectral density of the streamwise velocity fluctuations and in the co-spectrum of streamwise and wall-normal fluctuations. A distinct k −1 region in both the streamwise and spanwise spectra is also observed, as predicted from scaling analysis (Perry et al. 2006) , and as observed experimentally. Finally, the bi-modal structure in the premultiplied spectrum that has been observed experimentally (Guala et al. 2006; Kunkel & Marusic 2006 ) has also been observed here, despite suggestions that the experimental observations were an artifact of the use of Taylor's hypothesis, which is not used here. However, it seems likely that this two-peak structure will not continue as the Reynolds number increases and the inner and outer peaks in the premultiplied spectra become further separated in k and in y.
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